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Bertolt Brecht is one of the most significant writers of this century 細 well as the most 
am biguous  and  pe哼 etually fascinating figure of the twentieth century theater.  In “An 
主xample of P進edagogies" ， Brecht said  "The principle underlying the Lehrstück form-
which began  as 在 kind of didactic  cont豆豆豆 with solos, choruses and scraps of acting-was 
the notion  that moral  and  polítical lessons  could best be taught by partícipation in an 
actual  performance. "2  In  the process of preparing a foreign  langu在ge play for perfor-
mance in  schoo坊， the play (Sprechstück) shares some of the characteristics of a langu在ge
game (Sprechspiel) and of play teaching (Lehrstück).  Brecht's The Good Person of  Szech-
wan,  b在sed on Friedrich Wolf's Tai  Yang Erwacht(Tai Yang Awakes), is 在 master piece of 
Lehrstück, or Gengenstück.
3 
Brecht quite often adopted Chinese names and settings for an "Alienation effect" or 
船“ parabolic disguises."  Likewise, in  his  unfinished play, Turandot, or the Congress of 
White  Washers, Brecht also  used, a Chinese setting as  a mere pretext for his criticism of 
the German social economic situation and his statement of morallessons.4  In the same 
W真y the Chinese can put the English  translations of 諮 recht's play on the stage for similar 
purpos肘. Both  the language and culture of English  and German can  be compared and 
contrasted  and  at  the  end  converged  with  China's  own  literature  and  culture.  The 
different types of language  education inc1ude dialogue in  va.rÌous linguistic and cultural 
settings ，在nd some sort of dialectical epistemology.  The ensuîng àialectical evolution is an 
Înexhaustible fusion  of the two apparently distinct times of present and past, or a new 
breakthrough of temporal distance, as well as opening new possibilities of communication 
(radio, film, book clubs, video tape) and continues using older media (printed books, the 
stage). S  Bertolt Brecht, poet, playwright and critic, holds, 
Literature  needs  the  fùm  not  only  indirectly  but  a1so  directly.  That  decisive 
ex主ension of its  socia1  duties  which  follows  from  the  transformation  of art  into  a 
paedagogica1  discipline  entails  the  multiplying  or repeated  chan以ng of the  means of 
representation.  (Not  to  mention th!: Lehrstück proper, which entails  supplying fùm 